Targeted Prayer List

At an accelerated rate, the Holy Spirit is drawing every unsaved family member & relative, coworker & friend to make a decision to become a Christian or recommit themselves to Jesus at Harvest & get involved at Harvest this year. - 1st Timothy 2:3-4

We receive answers to every prayer request. - Proverbs 4:7

We release all hurt, unforgiveness & bitterness against others & ourselves. - Mark 11:25
We cancel every negative confession we’ve spoken or come in agreement with and any fruit from manifesting. - Proverbs 18:21

We bless Israel & declare that the leadership of the U.S. seeks Godly counsel when making decisions & follows that counsel. - Numbers 6:23, & 1st Timothy 2:1-4

Debt doesn’t belong to us and poverty isn’t part of our plan, so we ask for & receive accelerated debt cancellations & sudden harvest from offerings given. - Deuteronomy 15:1-7, Amos 9:13 & 2nd Corinthians 9
We are faithful givers. So we receive financial overflow in Harvest & we ask for & receive strategies to live out our 10 Core Values. - Acts 2:41-47 & Genesis 11:6

We release & renounce fear out of our desire for certainty. - 2nd Timothy 1:7

We receive the manifestation gifts of the Holy Spirit in every Harvest worship experience. - Acts 3:19

We receive only progressive, Godly & mutually beneficial relationships. - Amos 3:3
We receive healing & live in perpetual health in our spirit, soul & bodies. - James 5:14-18

Jesus wants His church filled & in overflow, so every Harvest worship experience at every physical campus is always filled with people into overflow. - Mark 2:2 & Psalm 2:8

In acceleration, our praise & worship travels ahead of us to defeat every enemy, and causes any attacks against us to be halted now & immediately reversed on those enemies. - 2nd Chronicles 20:20
We’re on the earth to takeover & not take sides so Harvesters have dominant influence in Arts & Entertainment, Business, Education, Family, Government, Media & Spirituality, in every region we have a physical or digital campus. - Isaiah 6:8-9

Our Bishop, servant leaders & Harvest staff have favor with God & all people. - 1st Timothy 2:1-3 & Proverbs 3:4

As community transformers, Harvest significantly impacts every region we have a physical or digital campus & bless those regions. - Acts 8:8, Proverbs 11:11 & Jeremiah 27:9
As a five-star church, all VIP First Time Guests are welcomed & unconditionally loved, attend faithfully, follow the simple process to take their next steps at Harvest, and bring many people back with them to Harvest. - *John 4:29*

At an accelerated pace, Harvest is given state of the art buildings, land & equipment for our continual expansion. - *Joshua 24:13, Deuteronomy 6:13 & Acts 2:47*